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Hi all, welcome to the first edition of our
newsletter!!
“…long stretches of
The aim of our newsletter is to keep you all informed of the events
over the past fishing season, as well as to let you know of any exciting
up-and-comings. As it is our first attempt at this, we would
appreciate any suggestions on how we can improve our newsletter.

awesome beach all
to yourself, and
with amazing
fishing potential in
front of you!”
- Craig Thomassen
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Fishing at Flamingo …
Pre-season fishing : MARCH-APRIL Something out
of the extraordinary- with a constant supply of bait balls
which brought those big leeries into casting range! Fish
caught were all within the 15-23 kg range, with up to 8
fish coming out per day (2 anglers and sporadic fishing
events). During this time, Chenelle de Beer managed to
land a 23 kg leerie, right in front of the lodge off of a bait
ball. At the same time we had one of the biggest shoals of
elf ever seen at Flamingo. The shoal must have been in
excess of a thousand fish which were chasing bait fish up
on to the beach- ABSOLUTE CHAOS!!
MAY Lots of good shad around, with Franco Viglietti
landing one of 4.1 kgs. Leeries within the 7-12 kg range
being the norm for the day.
JUNE The best month of the season so far. An epic 36
leeries in a day, caught by the Mad Mullet crew. They also
had good success at Cunene with 250 kob being caught
over a period of 2 days. The latter half of June welcomed
the arrival of kob to Flamingo. Niel du Toit and co. had a
great kob session, getting 14 kob between the sizes of 8
and 22 kg's in a single afternoon. Niel managed to get his
name on the BIG CATCH board by landing a 25 kg kob.
Six new names added to the Slam board- well done to all!
JULY The trend continued in July with elf, kob and
leeries around. The biggest elf for the season, 5.1 kg, so
far was caught by Warren Potts. Another 3 names went
up on the Slam board!
AUGUST An unusual amount of phytoplankton, coupled
with unusually cold water and unstable seas meant that
the month of August was not kind to our anglers. All our
good kob spots got sanded up with fewer fish coming out
at new locations. We were privileged to host Craig
Thomassen, from Inside Angling, for a short period.
Conditions were terrible but we still managed a few good
fish- persistence paid off! The latter half of the month
saw some nice fish coming out, even though the sea
remained unpleasant. Another name to the Slam board!
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Craig
Thomassen and
Inside Angling
on Flamingo

“I was lucky enough to
spend a few days fishing
Flamingo area with Carlos
last month. The surf was
up and the fishing was
tough, but even so, there
is just so much potential at
Flamingo. We had great
fun with all sorts of fishing,
from fooling around with
light tackle and
hammering blacktail,
rockcods and shad on
artificial, to catching kob,
garrick and shad on surf
spinning gear. I love that
part of the African
coastline and look forward
to my next trip! I always
feel as though I am in with
a chance to catch my
personal best of any three
main target species on
each and every cast. There
is nothing quite like having
long stretches of awesome
beach all to yourself, and
with amazing fishing
potential in front of you!”
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LOBITO!
In March of this year, the annual Lobito Big Game tournament was
held in Lobito. A staggering 993 billfish were caught over a period of 4
days by 40 boats. All fish were tagged and released, besides the 6
which died during fighting or for world record purposes. Team
Kwanza, skippered by our very own Carlos Moran, managed to set a
new Angolan record for the most billfish caught in a single day during
a tournament, with 19 sailfish for the day.
A few weeks later, Angola hosted the FIPS-M World Trolling
Championships. Once again, the sailfish were there in full
force, with over 300 fish caught by 15 teams over a 3 day
period. Well done to Angola for not only hosting a wonderful
competition but for also holding the title of World Champs for
a second year in a row! Congratulations to Team South Africa
who placed second in the competition.

TRIPS AND TOURS…

Angola is slowly beginning to open up its door to tourists. Border officials and police are
more open to the idea of foreign vehicles and tourists and generally wave you off with a
friendly smile. This has made trips and tours a breeze over the past few months.
This year we teamed up with Live The Journey and Voetspoere and hosted 4 trips (to
date) that included a visit to the famous Ilha dos Tigres, amongst other iconic landmarks
such as the Calendula Falls, Pedras Negras and the Kwanza River. Our new boat made
these trips possible and a lot more comfortable for all! The trips were very popular with
the young and the old(-er).
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TRIPS AND TOURS 2015

There are still two more planned trips for the year. Both of which, guests will spend a few
nights camping on the abandoned island of Tigres.

Explore the magic of southern Angola through a
lens…
24th October - 2nd November
This trip will start at Calueque. You will depart from Flamingo, making your way
along the beach to Tigres. You will then be ferried across to the island for 2 nights.
After which you will carry on down to the Cunene river, returning to Flamingo via the
Iona National Park.

Discovering Ilha dos Tigres…
10th November -15th November
This trip is designed for those living in Angola as it falls over a public holiday. Those
of you who enjoy photography, kite surfing and making the most of some quiet time,
the island can offer it all - NO CROWDED BEACHES GUARANTEED! The trip will
start and end at Flamingo, with 3 nights of camping in the wilderness.

TRIPS AND TOURS 2016
Next year we intend on adding two tours that will include two nights of camping on the
mighty Congo river. We will follow the Angolan coastline all the way up to the mouth of
the Congo river, in Soyo. There we will board a boat and sail up river and camp on
different islands over the two nights. The return leg will take you inland, along the
escarpment of Angola, crossing back into Namibia at Catitwe. This tour will cover the
whole of Angola and majority of what it has to offer. For those of you that are interested
in our feathered friends, let us know your thoughts on a birding tour.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON FISHING, TOURS, ACCOMMODATION
or NEWSLETTER comments please contact us on:
flamingo@aasafaris.com

Flamingo9Lodge

FLAMINGO_LODGE

@LodgeFlamingo
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